Canadian Headstones Update – May 9, 2019

Re: Website

As many of you know as per the last update the website is two parts:

**The Front End (Searchable Area):**

We have been very lucky to receive the assistance of a volunteer in the past who rebuilt this section of the website. The frontend of the website is functional and complete. If you have any suggestions or wish to request changes to the front end, we would ask that you email info@canadianheadstones.com and share these thoughts so we can consider the requests received.

**The Uploading Section (Photo Uploads):**

As you know this section is not working and the login link does not work. Our goal is to restore this function in a timely fashion but will require to hire a contractor to build this section of the site. This of course requires funds to make this happen and we are working on efforts to raise the funds to move this process along.

At this point we have been receiving suggestions from those who use the site to better the search capabilities.

There has been no progress at this point but the site has not been forgotten. This process is complex and requires skills beyond what we have.

We look forward in continuing to work together to make CH an amazing site. If you have further questions or comments, please email me directly at steve.fulton@canadianheadstones.com

Thanks

Steve Fulton, UE